
METHODS OF PRIMARY MARKET RESEARCH

The research employs techniques like â€“ surveys, interviews, field tests, observation, and so on. Primary market
research aims to collect customer feedback from.

Like in-depth interviews, focus groups also try to delve deeply into topics of interest with people whose
perspectives the researchers want to understand better. Asking consumers to respond to a survey questionnaire
without giving them any incentive can be a big mistake. The answers to the questions like the customer
preferences, features they look into while purchasing a laptop, the latest market trends and some of their
previous favorite launches helped the organization to understand the parameters better to incorporate in their
new model. Primary research focuses mainly on problem in hand, which means entire attention is directed to
find probable solution to a pinpointed subject matter. Your job as a secondary researcher is to find existing
data that can be applied to your specific project. These days, with advancements in technology and the
internet, it is possible to conduct them virtually as well, through the method of video conferencing.
Information is collected first-hand through surveys, interviews, and talking to customers and other businesses.
Social listening is a systematic process for tracking what is being said about a given topic in forums such as
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs, and even mainstream media. Conversely, surveys are not a great research
tool when: You are still exploring your topic. These interviews can be conducted in person face-to-face or
over the telephone. They hired a market research company to design a survey to get consistent data, that
guaranteed a trustworthy outcome. It has high response rates as the respondents feel less self-conscious and
are not influenced by others; doubts can be clarified, follow-up questions be put up. Participants in such focus
groups are then compensated by either free coupons, vouchers, gifts or money, etc. It is a method that only
answers specific questions and not irrelevant issues. Thanks for your feedback. This division of the group or
the selection process must depend on the audience targeted or the product of service of the company. Business
Case â€” Observational Research A company dealing with digital camera wanted to observe the intuitive use
of products. An interesting example of social listening research is the work Brandwatch provides to video
gaming companies. This form of market research is always quantitative in nature. Surveys range from a small
feedback form to an extensive web survey.


